
Case Study: 
Installation of FireBarrier® 135 
in Verla Di Giovo Tunnel, Italy



The challenge
The Verla Di Giovo tunnel, near Trento in Italy, was the first tunnel in the European Union to use 
a false wall constructed from corrugated stainless steel, to create a space running along the side 
of the tunnel to serve as both a ventilation shaft and escape route. Furthermore, the external face 
of the steel wall formed an interior wall of the tunnel.

Specifications required that the steel wall be clad in fire protection that would provide 120 minutes 
of resistance to a 1,100°C hydrocarbon fire, and that would maintain the temperature of the wall 
at less than 300°C during that fire. 

The fire protection product chosen by the Verla Di Giovo project leads was Morgan’s FireBarrier 
135, which has several relevant advantages, including ease of application: it can be sprayed in a 
single application, using standard spraying equipment, onto a concrete or metal substrate, and 
has a quick drying time. Furthermore, FireBarrier 135 is a refractory cement product that can 
withstand repeated exposure to 1350°C for long cycle times and has high adhesion strength. 
FireBarrier 135 was specifically developed to deal with the very high temperatures encountered 
in tunnel fires.

How Morgan worked to show the capability of 
FireBarrier 135 to protect the steel false wall
Using finite element modelling, in conjunction with substantial fire test data generated by 
various full-scale, high temperature hydrocarbon fire tests (RWS and HCM fire curves), it was 
established that the steel false wall could be protected to the required level using just 30mm to 
58mm of FireBarrier 135 - thus the average thickness applied was 44mm.

FireBarrier 
135 can easily 
be applied to 

concrete or metal 
substrates. 
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The Result
The steel false wall was clad in FireBarrier 135 
during the summer of 2005; a total of 5,500m2 
(the equivalent of 300 tonnes) was applied. The 
FireBarrier 135 was sprayed onto installed onto the 
corrugated steel cladding, and a high quality surface 
was achieved by levelling the product.

FireMaster Expanding Felt was used to seal the gap 
between the bottom of the cladding and the top of 
the wall below.

A high-quality surface finish was achieved by levelling 
the surface of the FireBarrier 135.

5,500m2 
of FireBarrier 

135 
were applied

FireBarrier 
135 can be levelled 

to give a smooth, high 
quality finish that can be 

painted, or not, as required. 
This surface can serve as the 
final tunnel lining, and thus 

eliminate the need for 
expensive and time-

consuming secondary 
cladding.
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A B O U T  M O R G A N  A D VA N C E D  M AT E R I A L S 

Morgan Advanced Materials is a global engineering company offering world-leading competencies in materials 
science, specialist manufacturing and applications engineering. 

We focus our resources on the delivery of products that help our customers to solve technically challenging 
Problems, enabling them to address global trends such as energy demand, advances in healthcare and environmental 

sustainability.

What differentiates us?
•  Advanced material science and processing capabilities  •  Extensive applications engineering experience

•  A strong history of innovation and reinvention  •  Consistent and reliable performance
•  A truly global footprint  •  We find and invest in the best people

For all enquiries, please contact our specialist sales and manufacturing sites:

Europe 
Morgan Advanced Materials
Morgan Drive
Stourport-on-Severn
Worcestershire DY13 8DW
United Kingdom

T +44 (0) 1299 872210 
F +44 (0) 1299 872218 
europesales@morganplc.com

Asia
Morgan Advanced Materials 
150 Kampong Ampat 
05-06A  
KA Centre 
Singapore 368324 

T +65 6595 0000 
F +65 6595 0005 
asiasales@morganplc.com

South America
Morgan Advanced Materials
Avenida do Taboão 3265- São
Bernardo do Campo - SP
CEP 09656 000
Brasil

T +55 (11) 4075 0400 
F +55 (11) 4075 7547 
sasales@morganplc.com

North America
Morgan Advanced Materials
4000 Westchase Boulevard
Suite 170, Raleigh,
NC 27607-3970
USA

T +1 (855) 809 9571 
F +1 (706) 622 4424 
nasales@morganplc.com

Morgan Advanced Materials plc
Quadrant, 55-57 High Street, 
Windsor, Berkshire, SL4 1LP United Kingdom
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